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Data Warehouse

� Data warehouse is a repository for historical integrated and 

consistent data.

� it is equipped with the tools that offer company management the 

opportunity to extract reliable information to be used as a support 

for the decision making process

� data warehousing involves processes that

� extract the relevant data from an enterprise information system 

� transform the data, integrate it, remove any flows and inconsistencies 

� store it into a data warehouse 

� provide end users with access to the data; they can carry out complex data 

analysis and prediction queries



Data Warehouse

� Information assets are immensely valuable to any enterprise

� This assets must be properly stored and readily accessible when 

they are needed.

� Data warehousing is a phenomenon that grew from 

�the huge amount of electronic data stored in recent years 

�the urgent need to use the data to accomplish goals that go beyond the routine 

task linked to daily processing

Some Fields of application:

• Trade: sales, shipment and inventory analysis, customer care and public relations

• Craftsmanship: production cost control, suppliers, and order support

• transport industry: vehicle management

• telecommunications services: call flow analysis and customer profile analysis

• healthcare service: patient admission and discharge, analysis and bookkeeping in 

department accounts



Decision support systems

�Traditional approach to data management:

�OLTP (On Line Transaction Processing): Storing 
operational data managed by transactions.

�Data management for Decision support

�OLAP (On Line Analytical Processing): transform 
operational data into decision-making support information



Requirementes for a DW process

�Data warehousing process: set of tasks that allow us to turn 

operational data into decision making support information

�Requirements

�Accessibility: to users are not very familiar with the IT and data 

structures;

�Integration all the data on the basis of a standard enterprise model;

� Query flexibility to maximize the advantages obtained from the existing 

information;

�Information conciseness allowing for target oriented and effective 

analyses;

�Multidimensional representation giving users an intuitive and 
manageable view of information;

�Correctness and completeness of integrated data.



DataWarehousing (def. 2)

�Data warehouse. A Data Warehouse (DW) is a collection of data 

that supports decision making processes. It provides the following 

features:

� it is subject oriented;

� it is integrated and consistent;

� it shows its evolution over time and it is not volatile.

� It is based on operational (possibly) heterogeneous data sources;

� Does not require that new information be added; rather existing 

information needs rearranging; 

� Are regularly updated from operational data and keep on growing (big 

collections of data)

� Data is never deleted from data warehouses and updates are normally 

carried out when data warehouses are offline

� …



DataWarehousing (def. 2)

� …

� Data warehouse can be essentially viewed as read only databases

� There is no need for advanced transaction management techniques usually

required by operational applications

�Table normalization can be given up to partially denormalized tables and 

improve performance

�Queries feature dynamic and multidimensional analyses involving a huge

amount of records



DW vs operational DataBase



DW Architectures

�essential properties of DW architectures.

�Separation: analytical and transactional processing should be kept apart 

as much as possible

�Scalability: hardware and software architectures should be easy to 

upgrade as the data volume which has to be managed progressively 

increases

�Extensibilty: the architecture should be able to host new application 

(tools for data visualization) without redesigning the whole system

�Security: monitoring accesses is essential because of the strategic data 

stored in data warehouses

�Administerability: data warehouse management should not be difficult



Single-layer Architetture



Single-layer architecture

� Virtual DW implemented as a multidimensional view of  the 
operational DB.

�Separation requirement is not fulfilled

�The analytical tasks interfere with the transactional tasks.

� It can be adopted only if the analytical task is restricted. 



Two layer Architecture



Two-layer architecture

� The separation requirement is guaranteed.

� Source layer:

� heterogeneous sources of data (relational databases, legacy 

databases, information systems outside the corporate wall)

� Data staging:

� The data storage to sources should be 

� extracted 

� cleansed to remove inconsistencies and fill gaps and 

� integrated to merge heterogeneous sources into one common 
schema.

ETL stage (Extraction, Transformation and Loading).



Two-layer architecture (2)

�Data warehouse layer:

� Information is stored to one logically centralized single repository 

� the data warehouse can be directly accessed 

� it can also be used as a source for creating DATA MARTS which partially 

replicate data warehouse contents and are designed for specific enterprise 

department.

� Metadata keep information on:

� data sources,

� access procedures,

� cleansing procedures

� loading,

� Data mart schemata .



Two-Layers Architecture (3)

�Analysis level:

�Integrated data is efficiently and effectively accessed to

� issue reports 

�dynamically analyzing information and 

�simulate hypothetical business scenarios

�From the technological viewpoint it should feature 

�aggregated data navigators,

�complex query optimizers and 

�user friendly GUIs



Datamart

� It's a subset or an aggregation of data stored to a primary data 

warehouse; it includes a set of information pieces relevant to a specific 

business area, corporate department or category of users.

� Dependent Data  marts:

� populated from a primary data warehouse (they replicate a part of the 
data warehouse)

� Useful (non strictly necessary) since :

� They mark out the information required by a specific group of 
users

� They can deliver better performances because they are smaller

� Independent Data  marts:

� They are directly populated from operational sources

� a primary data warehouse is lacking …

� … or it can be built merging all Data marts (bottom-up design)



Two layer architecture with independent data marts



Benefits of a two-layer architecture

�That information is always available even when the access to 

sources is denied

� The analysis queries do not affect the management of 

transactions

� Are logically structured according to the multidimensional model 

(operational sources are generally based on relational or semi-

structured models)

� Allow to manage the proper level of time and granularity:

�OLTP: deal with data at the greatest detail level.

�OLAP manage historical and summarized data.

�Specific design solution aimed at optimizing performance of 

analysis and report applications.



Three-layer Architetture



Three-layers architecture

� The level of reconciled data is added

� This layer materializes operational data obtained after 
integrating and cleansing sourced data. 

�The DW is populated from the reconciled data level instead being 

populated from the operational data. 

�Benefits: 

� It creates a common reference data model for a whole enterprise

� It sharply separates the problems of source data extraction and 

integration (transformation) from those of the data warehouse

population (loading)



Data Staging and ETL

� The data staging layer hosts the ETL processes that extract, 
integrate and clean data from operational sources

�Extraction, Transformation, Loading

�The most complex and technically challenging among all the data 

warehouse process phases.

� ETL takes place:

� once when the data warehouse is populated for the first time

� Every time the data warehouse is regularly updated



Data Staging and ETL



Extraction

� Relevant data are extracted from the operational sources

� Static extraction: when a data warehouse needs populating for 

the first time

� Incremental extraction: used to populate the data regularly. It

reflects the changes applied to source data since the last extraction

� Incremental extraction can be based on:

�“journaling” (log) managed by the operational DBMS;

�Time-stamping when the operational data are provided with a 

temporal mark when inserted or updated.

� Source-driven: operational applications asynchronously notify the 

changes in the operational sources (e.g. triggers combined with 

transactions).



Cleansing

� The cleansing phase is crucial in a data warehouse system 

because it is supposed to improve the data quality normally quite 

poor in external sources and not uniform across different internal 

operation sources.

�Most frequent mistakes and inconsistency of data:

� duplicate data;

� e.g. A patient is recorded many times in an hospital information 

system.

�Inconsistent values that are logically associated;

� e.g. addresses and ZIP codes

� Missing data;

� Unexpected use of fields

� e.g. a Social Security number field could be used improperly to store 

office phone numbers.

� Impossible or wrong values (e.g. '31/09/2015’);



Cleansing (2)

� Inconsistent values for a single line entity because different 
practices were used

� e.g. an international country abbreviation (I) or a full country name 

(Italy);

� Inconsistent values for one individual entity because of a 
typing mistakes

e.g. Hamet Road instead of Hamlet Road

The main data cleansing features found in ETL tools are rectification and 

almost homogenization 

they use of specific dictionaries to rectify typing mistakes and thesauri to 

recognize synonyms 

rule based cleansing to enforce domain specific rules and define 

appropriate association between values



Transformation

� It converts the data from its operational source format into a 

specific data warehouse format.

� Establishing a mapping between the source of data layer and the 

data warehouse layer is generally made difficult by the presence of 

many different heterogeneous sources.

�Examples of Transformations:

� Extraction of a structured information from a text string (e.g. the 

fields of an address encoded by a string)

� Normalization in the usage of frequently used data types (e.g. a date 

may be encoded as a string or as a triple of integers)

�Transformation processes:

� Conversion and normalization: they operate on both storage formats and 

units of measure to make data uniform

� Matching: it associates equivalent fields in different sources

� Selection: it reduces the number of source fields and the records.





Multidimensional model

� Factors affecting the decision making processes are enterprise 

specific factors 

� (e.g. sales, shipments, hospital admissions or surgeries etc.)

� Instances of a fact correspond to events that occurred

� Each factor is described by the values of a set of relevant 

measures that provide a quantitative description of events

� (e.g. Amount shipped, hospital admission costs, surgery time are 

measures)

� Events have a huge cardinality (milions/bilions)

� Events are placed into a n-dimensional space to help quickly 

select and sort out.

� The n-dimensional space axes are called analysis dimensions and 

give the final different perspectives to single out or  aggregate 

events

� (e.g. Sales in a store chain can be represented in a three-

dimensional space whose dimensions are products, stores and dates)



Multidimensional model

� The concept of dimension prides the metaphor of cubes to 

represent multidimensional data

� Events are associated with the cube cells and the cube edges 

stand for analysis dimensions.

�The relational schema for the cube would be 

SALES(store,product,date,quantity,receipts)



Multidimensional model

� Each dimension is associated with  a

hierarchy of aggregation levels often 

called roll up hierarchy.

� Roll up hierarchies group aggregation 

levels value in different ways

� Hierarchies consist of levels called

dimensional attributes

(E.g. product  type  category 

store  City  State)

� In summary each dimension can be 

analyzed at a different detail levels 

specified by hierarchical structured 

attributes



Multidimensional model

� Information in a multi-dimensional cube is very difficult for users 

to manage because of its quantity.

� E.g. a cube for  50 stores selling 1000 products, and 3 years of 
transactions (≈ 1000 days) has possibly  50×1000×1000=5×10^7 events.

� Assuming that each store can sell only 10% of all the available 

items per day the number of events totals 5×10^6

� The way to reduce the quantity of data and obtain useful 

informations are

� restriction: Separating a part of the data from a cube to mark 

out and analysis field (selection/projection);

� aggregation: reduces the granularity of the cube by exploiting 

the hierarchy on dimensions.



Restriction

• Slicing. Decreases the cube 

dimensionality by settung one or 

more dimensions to a specific

value.

• Projection. A choice to consider

only a subset of the mesures of 

events.

• Dicing. A generalization of 

Slicing. It fixes a subset of 

values of a dimensional

attribute



Aggregation on a dimension hierarchy

Aggregation: 

• cells are aggregated with respect to one or more 

dimensional attributes

• Every aggregate event sums up the measures

associated with events it aggregates.

• E.g. in figure events are aggregated along the 

temporal dimension: first by month and then by 

year.



Example: two levels of aggregation

Two aggregation

steps

1. By month

2. By type



Analysis: Querying a data warehouse

� How end users query a data warehouse:

� Reports: approach oriented to those users who need to have 

regular access to the information in almost static way.

� The layout of the report is predetermined.

� A fixed set of queries are predetermined to create reports with 

the desired layout and freeze all those in an application.

� A layout can look like a table or a chart (diagrams, histograms 

pies and so on)

�OLAP

� OLAP is the main way to exploit information in a data warehouse

� it gives the opportunity to analyze and explore data interactively 

on the basis of the multidimensional model

� Users are able to start a complex analysis session actively where 

each step is the result of the outcome of preceding steps



Analysis: Querying a data warehouse

�OLAP

� An OLAP session consist of a navigation path that corresponds to 

an analysis process for fact according to different viewpoints and at 

different detail levels

� this path is turned into a sequence of queries 

� the result of queries are multidimensional

� Each step of an analysis session is characterized by an OLAP

operator that turns the latest query into a new one.

�Most common operators are:

� Roll-up / Drill-down

� Slice-and-dice

� Pivoting

� Drill-across

� Drill-through



Roll-up and Drill-down
� Roll-up: increasing data aggregation; it removes a detail level from an

hierarchy

�Drill-down (complement operation): reduces data aggregation  and adds

a detail level to the hierachy.

�Roll-up �Drill-down

Aggregation Hierarchies



Roll-up
Roll-up on the temporal hierachy



Drill-down
Drill-down on the customer dimension



Drill-down
Drill-down by adding the Customer dimension



Slicing and dicing
� Slicing: the operation reduces the dimensions of a cube by fixing the 

value of one or more dimensions. 

� Dicing: the operation reduces a cube by expressing a selection expression 

for the values of one or more dimensions

�Year=1998



Pivoting
�Pivoting: implies a changing in layouts. It aims at analyzing an individual 

group of information from a different viewpoint.



Drill-Across
� Drill Across: stands for the opportunity to create a link between two or 

more interrelated cubes in order to compare their data.

� Drill through: switches from multidimensional aggregate data in data

marts to operational data in sources or in the reconciled layer

�Drill-Across

�Incassi e 

Sconti



Implementing a DW
� There are different approaches to implementing data warehouses. They 

are related to the logical model used to represent data:

�ROLAP, Relational OLAP: Implementation based on relational  DBMSs.

�It takes advantage of the available corporate experience with relational 

database usage and management and the top performance and flexibility 

standards of relational DBMS

�Relational DBMSs do not include primitives for the concepts of dimension 

measure and hierarchy.

� Specific types of schemata must be created so to represent the 

multidimensional model in terms of basic relational elements (star 

schemata, snow-flake etc)

� The main problem results from the performance hit caused by costly joint 

operation between larger tables

� To improve performance:

�Denormalization

�Fragmentation

�Materialized Views



Implementing a DW
� MOLAP, Multidimensional OLAP: Implementation based on 

Multidimensional DBMSs.

� Different from ROLAP a MOLAP system is based on ad hoc logical model 

that can be used to represent multidimensional data and operation directly

� The multidimensional database physical stores data in arrays and the 

access to it is positional

� The advantage is that multidimensional operations can be performed in 

easy way

� A criticism of MOLAP implementation is related to handling sparsity of 

data.

� HOLAP, Hybrid OLAP: Implementation based on both Multidimensional 

and Relational DBMSs.

� Aims at mixing the advantages of both basic solutions

� The largest amount of data should be stored in an RDBMS to avoid the 

problems caused by sparsity 

� The multidimensional system stores only the information users most 

frequently need to process


